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Fuzzballs (black hole microstates)
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Solutions with a smooth horizon. 

Including quantum effects, black holes can radiate. 

Hawking radiation: Hawking pairs are created near the 
horizon which is a local vacuum. The radiation does not 
contain information about the matter placed at the 
singularity.  The black hole information paradox (Hawking 
1974).
                                                                               
Quantum mechanics and gravity are not consistent at the 
horizon.

Black hole
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S =
A

4G
    No-hair theorems            no microstates 

From the second law of thermodynamics, black holes 
have entropy

The entropy and the page curve can be reproduced in the 
Euclidean quantum gravity (the island formalism) without 
knowing the microstates. 

Can we build these microstates? 
What are their physical consequenses (observational effects)?
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String theory contains higher dimensions and various extended 
objects to make a consistent quantum theory including gravity.

Making BH microstates in string theory

To create a point mass, put lots of vibrating strings at a ‘point’.

The growing of the size of strings is 
slower than the growing of the size 
of the horizon.

Cannot make microstates by using strings only.
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vacuum not vacuum

Including D-branes and extra dimensions, the growing 
of the size is the same as the horizon.

(for non-BPS see 
Mathur, 2005)
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black hole fuzzball

Fuzzballs are black hole microstates in string theory.  They have no 
horizon or singularity. (Lunin and Mathur 2002, …)

Fuzzballs radiate like a burning piece of coal.  The radiation contains 
the information about the fuzzballs.  
The information paradox is naturally resolved.

Many fuzzballs have been made in supergravity.

Fuzzball
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D1D5 system
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Setup in string theory: D1D5 system

String theory contains higher dimensions and various extended 
objects to make a consistent quantum theory including gravity.

Build a 5-d black hole from the 10-d string theory

M4,1 × S1 × T4Compactification

: (4+1)-d Minkowski

: a circle
: a 4-d torus

M4,1
S1

T4

String (1-d), D1-brane (1-d), D5-brane (5-d) …
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D1D5 states: wrap  D1-branes on  and  D5-branes 
on 

N1 S1 N5
S1 × T4

M4,1

M4,1 × S1 × T4

Low energy effective theory: D1D5 CFT

1+1 dimensional theory with  superconformal 
symmetry

𝒩 = (4,4)

V (T 4) ! 0
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lives only on  effectivelyS1
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Symmetric orbifold
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Fractional momentum, brane

�P ⇠ 1

L
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A graviton moving in a circle

A graviton moving in a -wound stringn1

�P ⇠ 1

n1L
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P ⇠ np

L
⇠ n1np

n1L
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 units of the fractional momentumn1np

Total momentum is np/L
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D1D5 states: wrap  D1-branes on  and  D5-branes 
on 

N1 S1 N5
S1 × T4

 fractional D1-branes (effective strings)N1N5

Example N1N5 = 4

There are multi-wound strings.
Strings having the same length (and excitations) are identical.

Symmetric orbifold MN1N5/SN1N5
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Building blocks of states at the orbifold point

• Component string of winding  (a closed loop with 
length )

• Left ( ) and right ( ) moving excitations (4 bosons + 4 
fermions)

k
2πk

P P̄

k=1 k=4
P

P̄
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A state is composed of component strings with total winding N.

N singly wound strings N/2 doubly wound strings

P

P̄
αA ·A,−n

Left moving (P excitations): 4 free bosons + 4 free fermions
momentum 
(left moving dimension )hdαA

−n

(4,4) supersymmetry: Gα·A,−n Ḡᾱ·A,−n

Right moving: ᾱA ·A,−n d̄ᾱA
−n

right moving dimension  h̄
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Moving away from the orbifold point
(adding interactions)



CFT

AdS
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AdS3/CFT2

Tensionless string on  is dual to the symmetric orbifold 
  ( )  

AdS3 × S3 × T4

(T4)N /SN CFT2

CFT

A single string with 
winding k in the bulk 

A component string 
with winding k on the 
symmetric orbifold

gs ∼
1

N

(Eberhardt, Gabriel and Gopakumar, 2019…)
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Adding interaction with coupling   in the CFTλ

Adding tension, RR flux… in the AdS

tensionless string supergravity

A graviton in the AdS corresponds to a component string in 
the CFT. (de Boer, 1998)
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Superstrata (multi-graviton states) 4

mode

r ~ b r ~ a

2

cap

AdS   throatAdS   region3

extremal
BTZ
throat

superstratum

FIG. 1: Sketch of the superstratum spatial geometry in the r-y
plane, compared to the extremal BTZ geometry.

5. THE STRUCTURE OF THE METRIC

In the AdS/CFT limit, one takes Ry to be the largest
scale in the problem, implying that QP ⌧

p
Q1Q5. We

further focus on the regime a2 ⌧ QP = (m+ n)b2/(2k),
in which the structure of the cap lies deep inside the AdS2
region discussed above.

In the a ! 0 limit, the AdS2 throat tends to infi-
nite depth and our solutions tend to the BMPV solution.
Furthermore, when m = 0, the angular momentum van-
ishes and the solutions tend to that of the non-rotating
D1-D5-P (Strominger-Vafa) black hole.

If, instead, we keep a2 ⌧ QP small but finite, then
the leading terms in the metric for r � a are those
of the corresponding black hole. The AdS2 throat ex-
tends in the radial direction for a proper length of order
`AdS log (QP/a2), and the geometry caps o↵ smoothly in
the region r ⌧ a, as shown in Fig. 1. In string units,
the proper length of the y circle in the AdS2 throat is of
order (gsnP)1/2/N1/4 when the volume of the compact
space M is of order one. Thus one can easily arrange
that the proper length of the y circle in the AdS2 re-
gion is large in string units, whereupon the supergravity
approximation is valid.

The momentum charge is carried by a superstratum
deformation (supergravity wave) concentrated deep in-
side the AdS2 region. The wave profile is determined by
the functions �k,m,n [28]. Inside the support of the wave,
the momentum density that stabilized the size of the y-
circle quickly dilutes, and the circle starts to shrink until
one gets to r = 0, where the coi↵uring relations guarantee
that the geometry caps o↵ smoothly.

Our solutions therefore provide examples, with arbi-
trary finite angular momenta, of how the horizon of a
D1-D5-P black hole can be replaced by a smooth cap.
The solutions only di↵er significantly from the corre-
sponding black hole metric near the cap; the di↵erence
is suppressed in the AdS2 throat and further out into
the asymptotic AdS3 region. For example, in the k = 1,
m = 0, general n solution, the leading corrections to the

corresponding black hole metric have magnitude (in a
local orthonormal frame) of order

p
na2/r2 in the AdS2

throat, and of order a2/r2 in the asymptotic AdS3 region.
When a is exactly zero, from the dictionary (15) one

can see that for any value of j and nP there exists a
one-parameter family of CFT states that should corre-
spond to a bulk solution with a = 0. Since this solu-
tion is exactly the classical black-hole solution with an
event horizon, one might naively conclude that certain
pure CFT states have a bulk dual with an event hori-
zon, which would contradict the intuition expressed in
the Introduction. However, several hints indicate that
the strong-coupling description of these particular states
(and also of two-charge states of the form (|00ik)

N
k ) re-

quires ingredients beyond supergravity. For example, the
supergravity approximation to the sequence of dualities
used to derive the geometry [27] is not valid in these in-
stances. Moreover, in the D1-D5 CFT, this class of states
can be distinguished from the thermal ensemble only by
the VEVs of non-chiral primary operators.

6. DISCUSSION

In this Letter, we have constructed a new family of
black hole microstate geometries that solve the ten-year-
old problem of lowering the angular momentum j arbi-
trarily below the cosmic censorship bound, and we have
identified the dual CFT states. Our results demonstrate
how adding momentum can transform a two-charge so-
lution describing a microstate of a string-size black hole
into a smooth low-curvature solution with a long AdS2
throat. We are confident that all the solutions one can
build by generalizing the present work to include more
general fluctuations will continue to share these proper-
ties. The generic black-hole microstate di↵ers from the
states we have constructed in the distribution and type
of momentum carriers – our solutions correspond in the
CFT to using a very limited set of generators of the chiral
algebra (see (18)) to carry the momentum. It is a very
interesting question to ask how closely one can approach
the generic state using our techniques.
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 gravitons

vacuum

CFT state

Many gravitons Many component strings with 
each corresponding to a graviton 

?

(Bena, Giusto, Martinec, Russo, Shigemori, Turton and Warner, 2016…)
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D =
1

4
✏ȦḂ✏↵�✏↵̄�̄G

↵

Ȧ,� 1
2

Ḡ↵̄

Ḃ,� 1
2

���̄
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S ! S + �

Z
d2zD(z, z̄)
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� : (ki, kj) $ (ki + kj)
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Twist operator: join two strings or break a string

(1)Excitations live on strings cannot interact directly but 
through the joining or breaking of strings.

(2)Change length of strings      important in this talk

⟷
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BPS states and lifting
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BPS states

(4,4) supersymmetry: Gα·A,0 Ḡᾱ·A,0 R sector

Raising operators: G+
+,0 G+

−,0 Ḡ+
+,0 Ḡ+

−,0

{Gα·A,0, Gβ
·B,0

} = ϵ ·A ·Bϵαβ h {Ḡα·A,0, Ḡβ
·B,0

} = ϵ ·A ·Bϵᾱβ̄ h̄

At orbifold point

P

P̄
ϕ : h ≠ 0, h̄ ≠ 0

G+
+,0 G+

−,0 Ḡ+
+,0 Ḡ+

−,0

A multiplet containing 16 states (a long multiplet, non-BPS)
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Away from the orbifold point (adding interaction)

P

ϕ : h ≠ 0, h̄ = 0

h ≠ 0, h̄ ≠ 0 h − h̄ ∈ Z
Pδh

δh̄

4 short multiplets must join into a long multiplet

ϕ+

ϕ

ϕ−

ϕ+−

δḠ+
+,0 δḠ+

−,0

δḠ+
−,0 δḠ+

+,0

P

ϕ : h ≠ 0, h̄ = 0

G+
+,0 G+

−,0 Ḡ+
+,0 Ḡ+

−,0

A multiplet containing 4 states (a short multiplet, BPS)
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Lifting problem

What is  ? 

Which 4 states join into a long multiplet and lift?

What is the value of the lift ?

Which states are unlifted?

δḠα·A,0

δh

Superstrata are BPS states in supergravity. Their CFT dual 
should be BPS (unlifted) in the limit .λ → 0
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The Gava-Narain method
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‘level-n’ states (h, h̄) = (n, 0)
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interaction
(h, h̄) = (n+ ✏, ✏)
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✏ � 0
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lifting starts at O(�2)

<latexit sha1_base64="8GAoba5Ho+VhLCGMrFYlu9aERwk=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwEyxC3ZSkFNRd0Y07K9gHNLFMJtN26GQSZiZCCXXjr7hxoYhb/8Kdf+M0zUJbDwwczrln7szxY0alsu1vY2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tk19/ZbMkoEJk0csUh0fCQJo5w0FVWMdGJBUOgz0vZHV1O//UCEpBG/U+OYeCEacNqnGCkt9cxDN7sj9VlCJjdll+logO6rpz2zZFfsDNYicXJSghyNnvnlBhFOQsIVZkjKrmPHykuRUBQzMim6iSQxwiM0IF1NOQqJ9NJs+8Q60Upg9SOhD1dWpv5OpCiUchz6ejJEaijnvan4n9dNVP/cSymPE0U4ni3qJ8xSkTWtwwqoIFixsSYIC6rfauEhEggrXVpRl+DMf3mRtKoVp1a5uK2V6pd5HQU4gmMogwNnUIdraEATMDzCM7zCm/FkvBjvxsdsdMnIMwfwB8bnDx+Olq8=</latexit>

The Gava-Narain Method (Gava and Narain, 2002, BG and Mathur, 2019 )

Ḡ↵̄(P )

Ȧ,0
= ⇡PG+

Ȧ,� 1
2

��↵̄P

<latexit sha1_base64="KKZUErL0OiyK4/Uwf9wlj8GiyT0=">AAACWXicbVFdS8MwFE2r0zm/pj76EhzCRB2tCOqD4MeDPk5wU1jnuM3SLZi2IUmFEfonfRDEv+KD6Rw4pxdCDuee+5GTUHCmtOe9O+7cfGlhsbxUWV5ZXVuvbmy2VZpJQlsk5al8DEFRzhLa0kxz+igkhTjk9CF8vi7yDy9UKpYm93okaDeGQcIiRkBbqlcVQQgS3zyZ8R0AF0PA9eZe3jNBP9X48sDLz3EgGA5i0EMCHDcL+f6P4DCIJBDj5+YozwPFBjE8mcOpfvlUbaVXrXkNbxz4L/AnoIYm0exVX+0cksU00YSDUh3fE7prQGpGOM0rQaaoAPIMA9qxMIGYqq4ZO5PjXcv0cZRKexKNx+x0hYFYqVEcWmWxoprNFeR/uU6mo9OuYYnINE3I96Ao41inuLAZ95mkRPORBUAks7tiMgTrk7afUZjgzz75L2gfNfzjxtndce3iamJHGW2jHVRHPjpBF+gWNVELEfSGPp2Ss+B8uI5bdivfUteZ1GyhX+FufQGCT7II</latexit>

projects states
 into level (n,0)

P

<latexit sha1_base64="awYGzpyJarraLg9jvLbI04Xv1og=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5JIQb0VvXisYGuxDbLZbtqlm03YfRFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bN20O2jqwMMzMY9+bIJHCoOt+O6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/QMXGqGW+zWMa6G1DDpVC8jQIl7yaa0yiQ/D4YX+f+/RPXRsTqDicJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHvoRxRGjkrQeqzW37s5AlolXkBoUsPmv/iBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+bTSTw1PKBvTIe9ZqmjEjZ/NNp6SE6sMSBhr+xSSmfp7IqORMZMosMl8Q7Po5eJ/Xi/F8MLPhEpS5IrNPwpTSTAm+flkIDRnKCeWUKaF3ZWwEdWUoS2pYkvwFk9eJp2zuteoX942as2roo4yHMExnIIH59CEG2hBGxgoeIZXeHOM8+K8Ox/zaMkpZg7hD5zPHxo4kJA=</latexit>

Pδh

δh̄

P

δḠα·A,0 =

4 short multiplets join into a long multiplet by

twist operator
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The energy is lifted by   E(2) = δh + δh̄

✏ȦḂ✏
↵̄�̄

E
(2)
ba = 2�2

D
O

(0)
b

���
n
Ḡ

↵̄(P )

Ȧ,0
, Ḡ

�̄(P )

Ḃ,0

o���O(0)
a

E

<latexit sha1_base64="n71dsHn2W6at5eZetbddy2cfnFg=">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</latexit>

Only level (n,0) contribute

Diagonalize the matrix . The eigenvalues are the values 
of the lift. The corresponding eigenstates are the lifted states.

E(2)

(1)The 4 short multiplets have the same lift.

(2) Descendants have the same lift as their primary.
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Lifting for total winding two
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Number of primaries

Total winding two

two singly 
wound strings

one doubly 
wound string

level-1: 
2688 states
12 primaries 

h = 1
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Index

a b c d

a

d

d

cj̄3

j̄3 + 1/2

j̄3 + 1/2

j̄3 + 1

States allowed to be lifted by index and the twist nature of ?δḠα·A,0
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a = c ≤ b/2

All states in a and c are allowed to be lifted.

We have checked that up to level-4 they are indeed lifted by .δḠα·A,0

(1) The deformation is complicated enough to saturate the index.
(2) No extra symmetry to protect states.

Lifted states come from both the untwisted and twisted sectors.
There are unlifted states in the untwisted sector (colum b).

corresponding BPS supergravity solutions?

If it is true for any level,
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Universality of lifting
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Excite only one string.

Universality

⟨E(2)⟩ = 2λ2⟨ϕ |{Ḡ−(P)
+,0 , Ḡ+(P)

−,0 } |ϕ⟩

Ḡ+(P)
−,0

Ḡ−(P)
+,0

covering map
ϕ

ϕ

two-point function
Universality

The expectation value of the lift
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Excite only one string with a primary.
A special class in column a.

A primary of a singly wound string has .j = 0

⟨E(2)⟩ =
λ2π2

22h−1

Γ(2h)
Γ[h]2

≈ λ2π
3
2 h + O(h− 1

2 )

It depends only on the dimension  but not the details of 
the primary (universality).  
They are nonzero, which supports the lifting conjecture for 
total winding two.

h
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E(2)
= 0 E(2) ⇡ �2 ⇡3/2

2 k E(2) ⇡ �2 ⇡2

2 k

(a) (b) (c)

d++(1)
�n d+�(1)

�nd++(1)
�n d+�(1)

�n d++(2)
�n d+�(2)

�n

n = 0

n = 1

n = k

d++(1)
�n d++(2)

�n

Figure 1: Various fillings of the fermi sea and their lifts.

The top member of the triplet is

1

2
(d�+(1)

�1 � d
�+(2)
�1 )(d++(1)

0 � d
++(2)
0 )|0�Ri(1)|0�Ri(2)|0̄�Ri(1)|0̄�Ri(2) (5.36)

By applying (d++(1)
�1 + d

++(2)
�1 )(d++(1)

0 + d
++(2)
0 )J+

0 to the above state and normalizing the
resulting state, we obtain the state (5.21) with n = 1

d
++(1)
�1 d

++(2)
�1 d

++(1)
0 d

++(2)
0 |0�Ri(1)|0�Ri(2)|0̄�Ri(1)|0̄�Ri(2) (5.37)

Thus the above state, which is at level-2, is a descendent of the level-1 primary (5.36).
Therefore, the above state is an eigenstate of the lifting matrix and has the lift (5.35). As
we can see it is consistent with the lift (5.34) of the n = 1 state derived by partial spectral
flow.

Then let us compare to [47], where the relation between lifting and spectral flow has
been studied. If we spectral flow both singly wound strings, we obtain the following state

d
++(1)
�k d

+�(1)
�k d

++(2)
�k d

+�(2)
�k . . . d

++(1)
0 d

+�(1)
0 d

++(2)
0 d

+�(2)
0 |0�Ri(1)|0�Ri(2)|0̄�Ri(1)|0̄�Ri(2) (5.38)

The fermi sea is filled for both type I and type II fermions and for both strings, which is
depicted in fig.1(a). It has zero lift. Now let us spectral flow only one of the two singly
wound strings. In this way, we obtain the following state

d
++(1)
�k d

+�(1)
�k . . . d

++(1)
0 d

+�(1)
0 |0�Ri(1)|0�Ri(2)|0̄�Ri(1)|0̄�Ri(2) (5.39)

18

 behavior also found in other casesh
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Multi-supergraviton states
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generic states

αA ·A,−n dαA
−n

P
rigid generators of the 
superconformal symmetry 

L−1 L−(n>1) …

supergraviton states

Enough gravitons black hole, fuzzball (superstratum)

gravitons

vacuum

Lifted or unlifted?

(for a review see 
Shigemori, superstrata)
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lifted unlifted unlifted

N1 ∼ O(1)

Lift of multi-supergraviton states in the large N limit

E(2) ∼ λ2N2
1 ∼

g2

N
N2

1

     unliftedE(2) ∼ g2O(N−1)

N1 ∼ O(N)         lifted E(2) ∼ g2 O(N)

Can we modify it to be unlifted?

g ≡ λ N gravitonsN1

(superstrata)

(low lying states)

 can join any two component stringsδḠα·A,0
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Mixing with long string states

δḠα·A,0 N1∼

a triply wound string

δḠα·A,0 N∼
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+
N1

N
+ …

lifted state
(naive CFT state) a triply wound string

unlifted state 

N1 ∼ O(1)      correctionO(N−1/2)

N1 ∼ O(N)         correction O(N1/2)(superstrata)

(low lying states)

The corrections do not depend on the coupling. 

(Benjamin, Keller and Zadeh, 2021)
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Long string states are important when the number of super 

gravitons is large .
The naive CFT states are completely changed.

∼ N

Taking the coupling to zero, the unlifted states should be 
the CFT dual of BPS black hole microstates. 
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Thank you
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